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European water and sanitation services vs 
sustainable development



Introduction : Paris Figures
� 2.2 million inhabitants

� 100 km²

� 4 million consumers

� 600,000 m3 daily consumption of drinking water

� 1,800 km of pipes inside the city

� 650 km of aqueducts

� 1.1 million m3 of drinking water storage capacity

� 170,000 m3 daily consumption of nondrinking water ( 
to clean the streets and water plants in public garden)



History of water services
� 19th c.: the first problem is to ‘wash the city’, fire control 

and parks watering

� A public service develops and also feeds free public 
fountains; water comes from springs and from the Seine

� There are also ‘private’ services delivering water in houses 
to subscribers

� End of 19th c., breakout of bacteriology and waterborne 
diseases and water treatment that allows a safe 
distribution of nearby river water



History of water services
� In 1860 with Paris extension, Haussman has to choose a 

way to provide water to Paris inhabitants.

� But Haussmann distrusts water treatment which does not 
eliminate all bacteria. He opts for long distance aqueducts 
(around 100km).

� Filtration finally wins (Ivry, 1902), when associated to 
chemical treatment invention (O3, Activ. carbon, Cl, UV 
…)

� Wastewater treatment is adopted (Achères, 1941)



Paris water supply
Achères WWTP

Valenton 
WWTP



Water policies during the 20th c.

� Since Haussmann, both production and distribution of 
water had been directly managed by the city, apart from 
the meter and invoicing system. 

� In 1985 J. Chirac, then Mayor of Paris, decided to privatise 
water distribution. 



Paris Water System 1985-2010
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Repartition of water price
End user cubic meter cost

10/01/05 (2.38 €/m 3 tax included)

5%23%

34%

Drinking water VAT 5,5%  Taxes Waste water

38%



Evolution of water price
� Increase of 670% of water price since 1980 



Evolution of water consumption
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Fall of consumption : economic effects

� Distributors : the financial result is divided by two 
but there remains positive. Why ? The financial 
product of the sales is decreased but it is 
compensated by the fall of the cost of the 
purchases of wholesale water.

� Producer : the fall of the financial product coming 
from the sales to the distributors is not 
compensated. The financial result is negative.



Re-municipalisation?
� Since the first of January 2010, the water services 

of Paris have been provided by a single public 
operator, Eau de Paris.

� According to the municipality, the price won’t 
increase because there will be no more dividends 
but we will see…

� It will depend on an eventual new management, 
at a regional scale…



In the region Ile de France

� 11 millions inhabitants

� In majority, supply by the SEDIF which has 
concessions with private partners.

� Water provided by treatment plants (the Seine, 
the Marne and the Oise and local aquifers) 



Origin of water in Ile de France



Water network in Ile de France
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Conclusion
� A review of the assets is necessary : Ivry treatment 

plant will close.

� Paris wants to keep long distance springs despite 
the scarcity of water in the karstic area of Paris 
Basin

� A completely new debate has just raised, about a 
regional  management of network.



Thank you for your attention !


